ADDENDUM NO. 3
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP) 16141
AUDIOVISUAL SYSTEMS
NORTH CENTRAL WEST VIRGINIA ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CENTER
FEBRUARY 15, 2016

A. CLARIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS TO THE RFP
1. This Addendum and subsequent Addenda will be posted on the West Virginia Higher Education
Policy Commission (HEPC) purchasing webpage at the following URL. The name of the successful
vendor(s) will also be posted on the HEPC purchasing webpage and will constitute official notification
of the contract award.
https://wvhepc.org/purchasing/
2. Written questions were received until 5:00 PM, Eastern Time, February 11, 2016. This Addendum is
issued responding to the questions.
3. The date of receipt for sealed proposals has been changed. Sealed proposals will be received until
3:00 PM, Eastern Time, February 23, 2016 by:
Chief Procurement Officer
RFP 16141
West Virginia Community and Technical College System
1018 Kanawha Boulevard, East, Suite 700
Charleston, WV 25301
Electronically transmitted (faxed or emailed) proposals will not be considered.
4. If questions were submitted by the deadline, 5:00 PM, Eastern Time, February 11, 2016, but are not
answered in this Addendum please contact the Chief Procurement Officer immediately but not later
than 5:00 PM, Eastern Time, February 16, 2016: rich.donovan@wvhepc.edu

B. DRAWINGS AND OTHER INFORMATION PROVIDED
None with this Addendum.
C. VENDOR QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
Q1.

On EAV203 drawing, provided via Addendum 2. It shows 3rd floor room locations with A/V
descriptions in the drawing. Will we be required to provide anything for these rooms? If yes, can we
get a clarification on the room system Type to be provided?
Answer: The third floor is shell space and not included in the scope of this RFP.

Q2.

Will we be required to provide ANY floor box covers or wall box blank covers.
Answer: Floor box main covers are provided in the electrical contract. Provide blank plates to
cover any unoccupied compartment of a floor box. Blank coverplates for wall boxes were included
in the electrical specifications, and are not required in the scope of this project.

Q3.

Are we to provide any other internal parts for the floor boxes where we are providing the finished
inserts with source connections?
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Answer: No. Only provide connector plates or blank plates. Other components, such as conduit
fitting accessories, dividers, or main covers should be provided under the electrical contact.
Q4.

In area room 2C07/238 (now 200) (Type 9), on EAV202C drawing, it shows a “NEW” 4th location for
a display (same wall and to the right of the cluster of 3 displays). Will we be required to provide this
new 4th location?
Answer: Yes, provide system type 9 in this location.

Q5.

In Type 8 rooms for Distance Learning Classroom. We have been told that we are NOT to provide
any longer. Will we be able or required to provide any of the A/V equipment for these rooms? If we
are required to provide anything, can we get a clarification for what will be needed?
Answer: No, nothing is required in the Type 8 rooms. These rooms will be installed by others.

Q6.

Indicated as AV200 series, it would appear as we are missing a drawing or two. Are there more
drawings relevant to the AV RFP that we are missing?
Answer: No, all of the drawings have been included. Some of the system types do not have a one
line diagram and are described in the narrative and specifications.

Q7.

With regard to AC Power Strips, AC Power Conditioners and AC Power sections are we to provide
AC Power Sequencers if the Crestron equipment and controller programming/interfacing is taking
care of the power sequence function?
Answer: No, sequencers are not required when there is a control system processor present.

Q8.

In, Type 6 & Type 7 rooms (Drawing EAV202B), there are “wall mounted touch screens” indicated
in old room #214, 216 and 218. In room 217 there is no indication. On system drawings AV203 &
204, the Touchscreen is seen as a table top unit. Can we get a clarification of the Touch screen
type in these rooms?
Answer: Please provide desktop touch panels.

Q9.

In the drawings there is a reference to furniture millwork equipment to be provided. While there was
an answer to the Q17 on Addendum#2 questions, we need a clarification on the TYPE of
equipment enclosers listed in the RFP16141 PAGES 43-44 for Part 2.01 Paragraphs A,B,C,D.?
Answer: Paragraph B refers to standard floor-standing metallic equipment racks. Paragraph C
refers to millwork credenzas with built-in equipment racks. Paragraph D refers to millwork lecterns
with built-in equipment racks.

Q10. Are we to provide any type of lectern for room Types 1, 3 or 5? If so, what type per room?
Answer: No, podiums are not required for these system types.
Q11. The Type 6 rooms (new # 218 & 220) have ceiling speakers with the subscript #6 beside the
symbol. What type of ceiling speaker is this to be being that he cilings in this area are open to the
deck? Should these not be pendant speakers as is Type 7 room new #216?
Answer: Yes, any room with an open ceiling where ceiling speakers are shown on the drawings
shall receive pendant speakers.
Q12. RFP Pages 89 & 90 of 152, Part 2: Products, 2.02 Camera Equipment A – G: Is this only for
cameras used in Type 8 Distance learning? Or are there other cameras to be provided?
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Answer: Correct. Cameras are only for System Type 8.
Q13. Can we get a list of the rooms that have White boards that be provided or shall we provide pull
down screens for all rooms that call for fixed screens?
Answer: This applies to all rooms that previously called for a fixed frame screen.
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